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“…new fear factor on NBC!!! …..facing the VOID within you”

2006????? Already?????? Have you noticed that time seems to be flying by? I don’t
remember spring or summer 2005. Hmmmmmmmmmmmm, it is either a sign of aging or
a sign of Vibrational increases. (Personally, I like the second reason). The thing to
remember in these rather chaotic times is to try to remain as balanced as possible.
Sometimes that is pretty darn difficult. We had a call this morning from a client… this
person felt light-headed, dizzy and rather nauseated. She said she was “thinking” her
head bigger to try to bring some sort of balance. We asked her if she was starting a new
diet or had she been having thoughts of how much weight she had gained (looking at her
body with disgust)? She said she was really angry at her body for gaining weight (yes,
acknowledging she is the one who put the food in….but still mad at how “she looked”).
These thoughts made the etheric physical body draw itself in… thus making her etheric
head large and wishy-washy. We told her to think her body bigger to match the head,
and voila!, the dizziness stopped. Sometimes the answer is opposite from what we
“think”…. So check in periodically with your “whole” self and see if it is balanced, if
not, then make the changes needed to become more balanced. You are in control, but do
not become mental.
“The voice of our original self is often muggled, overwhelmed, even strangled, by the
voices of other people’s expectations” Julie Cameron
Many of us unconsciously believe that we’re unworthy or defective. We adopted this
belief very early in our lives when the people we looked up to disapproved of our
demands, wishes and behaviors. We concluded that we had to learn to be good.
Unfortunately, “being good” usually meant giving up our own differences or uniqueness.
We learned that we might get the love we wanted if we acted and felt like others wanted
us to. If we seek true joy and connection with life, we now need to remove these
artificial masks and express our deep authentic nature. “For all those years you’ve
protected the seed. It’s time to become the beautiful flower.” Stephen C. Paul
“Believe nothing just because a so-called wise person said it. Believe nothing just
because a belief is generally held. Believe nothing just because it is said in ancient books.
Believe nothing just because it is said to be of divine origin. Believe nothing just because
someone else believes it. Believe only what YOU yourself test and judge to be true (for
you). Prince Gautama Siddharta

Lastly: An elder Cherokee Native American was teaching his grandchildren about life.
He said to them, “A fight is going on inside me. It is a terrible fight, and it is between
two wolves. One wolf represents fear, anger, envy, sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, selfpity, guilt. The other wolf stands for joy, peace, love, hope, sharing, serenity, humility,
kindness, benevolence, friendship, empathy, generosity, truth, compassion, and faith.
This same fight is going on inside of you and every other person, too.” They thought
about it for a minute and then one child asked his grandfather, “Which wolf will win?”
The old Cherokee simple replied, “The one I feed.”
We mentioned in the last newsletter that there is new work..
Here is the new work:

Level Thirteen: Veil of Illusion
Illusion is a form of veil that causes one to perceive the veil as true and accurate rather
than the truth that is so behind the veil. Over time Earth became layered with layers of
illusion or non-truth. The belief in anything by anyone is an example of a veil of illusion,
for all beliefs are founded upon illusion.
All illusions are layered around the Earth Mother and human consciousness much like an
onion. As one ascends, one lifts in vibration day to week to month to year. Each
momentum upwards in frequency causes one to lift beyond the veils of illusion that they
have believed to be true in their present life experience at a given vibration. You may
wonder if this is so, what underlies illusion? After all, humans and all human interactions
are based upon beliefs; belief in this or that is superior or inferior to this or that.
Underlying all illusion and belief systems is TRUTH.
Truth can only be defined in the concept of I AM THAT I AM. In the concept of I am
that I am, one accepts what is as the truth of the experience that they are expressing at
any given time. Such acceptance is without judgment or blame. This does not mean that
such acceptance is not without assessment or awareness of the experience that one has
created. Now we get into an interesting dilemma within the human experience, the
difference between neutral assessment and judgment.
All judgment has an emotional charge attached to it that pits one concept or belief as
superior, and yet another as inferior. All beliefs within the veils of illusion that surround
mankind have preferences and are weighted as better, worse, or somewhere in-between.
When you are operating from a neutral standpoint, you make choices with what resonates
with the truth that is embodying you for the day, for the moment. Truth is based upon
resonance or that which is attracted due to like or similar matching vibrations. This could
even be as basic as what you choose to wear for a given day. What clothes will best
support my daily activities for today.

In relationships with other individuals, one does not view others as better or less than in
worth. You stop categorizing others in this manner and view all others as equals.
However, one chooses to spend time with others whom have common soul purposes and
goals that support one’s own soul purposes and goals. The choice to spend time with one
and not another has nothing to do with judgment or preference, but solely to do with
purpose and resonance. In resonance, like or matching vibrations of truth are attracted to
work together.
Many of the levels of work that you have done up to this point has prepared you to go
forward with this level. Your vibration was increased as you released all chords or
patterns that you no longer needed or did not fit anymore. Many of you have worked
with your shadow self. A part of you that was a composite of harmful patterns either
directed at oneself or another based upon fear based beliefs. Any shadow or dark side
also is a composite of disowned information that can also lead to new gifts and talents
emerging into your life experience as they are integrated. If you remember, any dark side
is both light and dark in nature, with both harmful patterns and gifts and talents contained
therein. It is not the gifts and talents that one often judges, but the harmful patterns.
Sometimes there is such judgment about such patterns that the veils of illusion actually
block one from perceiving the truth of the matter altogether.
This is the difficulty with illusion. Illusion will mirror back to oneself whatever one
believes. So if one believes that they are beyond harmfulness, the illusion will indeed
mirror this back whether or not this actually is true. The reality is, no human is beyond
harmfulness and harmfulness is an inherent part of the human genetics at this time in
history. People have a tendency to believe the worst about themselves and then seek out
the truth based upon karmic records held within their genetics. In this manner, the
illusion of wishing to believe that one is beyond harmfulness is more easily transcended
and one more readily uncovers the truth of the patterning within their genetic heritage.
Moving beyond judgment and into a state of neutral assessment, one accepts whatever “is
so” about their own genetic inheritance and patterning, or life circumstance for that
matter. By accepting whatever is so about your unconscious harmful nature, one is then
free to alter the agreements and patterns and change them to become harmless. If people
are not honest with themselves and choose to remain in the denial of the illusion, then the
harmful patterns cannot be transcended because they have gone unperceived due to
judgment. Everyone needs to be a “realist” in raising their vibration, accepting whatever
is within their biology, and then seeking to change that which does not serve one’s goal
of ascension and one’s goal of harmlessness in all that one does.
Have you heard of the concept of denial? Denial is the result of the veil of illusion that
causes that which one believes to be mirrored back. Denial could be compared to an
individual’s fantasy. In a fantasy, one constructs a manner of relating to the world based
upon a certain set of beliefs. Everyone has hundreds of fantasies that they work within
that are set in place in full at an early age. They relate to any aspect of your life.

Fantasies are constructed out of frequencies that are so dense that soul cannot penetrate
the form. When you are working in a fantasy, one is “out of body.” This is how most
humans live their entire life, out of body, disconnected and in a fantasy reality of illusion
and denial. A sad state of affairs, but it is just such a state that the process of ascension
allows one to transcend if one so chooses the spiritual path of biological evolution.
Two types of distorted energy came into play when we colonized Earth. We were
originally designed to be magnetic in nature. It was in the introduction of electrical
frequencies that one form of distortion or veil of illusion came to be in the human
experience. The second form of energy contributing to the veil of illusion is radioactive
in nature. The radioactive energy appears to be the result of the destruction of a planet
within our solar system, which may have been blown apart through the use of nuclear
warheads sent by either Pleiadian or Sirian sources. Radioactive energy was not a part of
the environment from which we humans came. Radioactivity caused the first distortion
in the magnetic human energy field.
Distortion is caused by any energy system (chakras) that does not move or rotate properly.
In the proper movement of energy in an auric field, each moving energy system rotates at
just the right speed and pace to sustain the health and well being of the human form, and
the clarity of the auric field. Clarity of any field can be seen in relation to the
translucence of the colors emanating from the field. Translucence is clarity or an ability
to see through the field, much like one sees through a windowpane of glass. The
distortion in ones energy field effects our ability to perceive things clearly.
Current human thought-form is very foggy, and those in the nonphysical realms perceive
it as so distorted that one can hardly see through the auric field at all to the etheric body.
The cloudy energy in the auric field is the result of the distortion of energy movement
caused by electrical and radioactive frequencies. Any distortion creates fog, and the fog
then makes it hard for anyone to see clearly through our own energy field. The more
dense the fog, the harder it is to see one’s truth. We as seekers of truth, whose auric
fields are so foggy that we would have no access to our truth as soul, the fog distorts
whatever truth is present to such a degree that it ceases to be truth at all.
The veil of illusion is quite interesting. As the fog in the auric field becomes denser, a
screen is created. The screen mirrors back images of what you wish to perceive or
reflects back whatever you believe to be true.
As you have gone through the different levels of work that we do, you have set your
intent with each level as to what you wanted to achieve. If you choose to go forward
with this level, we can assist you in dismantling all fantasy realities that make up the Veil
of Illusion.
*************************************************************
An update on Diane…. She had to have a second surgery on Dec. 15 to stop the bleeding
and remove all the dead cells…. She had to have her leg stabilized in a brace for 11 days

(and, whew, was that ever a looooonnnnggg 11 days). She is back to physical therapy
and doing fairly well.
Signing off for now,
Loren and Diane
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